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a 
amori to make love, have sex 

anusulo † arse-hole NOTE A combination of 
"anuso" (arse, anus) and "-ulo" (person) 

b 
bugri † to bugger, fuck in the arse 

c 
c^iesulino prostitute, whore NOTE The literal 

meaning is "everyone's woman". 

c^uro cum, human sperm 

d 
damne damned 

f 
Fek! † Shit! NOTE interjection 

feki † to shit NOTE (fekaj^o = shit [noun]) 

fiki † NOTE to fuck 

fingrumi (intr.) † to masturbate NOTE From 
"fingro" (finger) 

forfikig^i (intr.) ‡ to fuck off NOTE litt.: 'to 
become fucked away' 

frandzi † to perform cunnilingus on 

furzi to fart NOTE (intr.) From german : furzen 

k 
kaco † penis, prick 

kaki ‡ to take a shit NOTE (kakaj^o = a turd) 

kojonoj balls 

kreteno an idiot, a moron 

m 
malc^astulino a slut NOTE This word means 

literally "contrary-to-chaste woman". 

merdo shit 

midzi † to perform fellatio on, give a blow job to 

o 
onani to jerk off (oneself) 

onanigi to jerk off (someone else) 

p 
patrinfikulo † mother-fucker 

pic^o † cunt 

publikulino prostitute, whore NOTE The literal 
meaning is "public woman". 

pugo † arse NOTE (noun) 

putinfilac^o † son of a bitch NOTE This is a 
combination of "putino" (whore), "filo" (son) 
and the affix "ac^" which denotes contempt 
(Comp. Spanish "hijo de puta"). 

s 
seksumi to fuck (intr.), to copulate 

sodomii to have anal sex 

sodomiigi to sodomize, fuck in the arse 

v 
volupt{am}a lewd, horny 

 


